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Women of the Renaissance and Leonardo da Vinci’s Early Years 
 
NOTE: There is a lot of writing for today and a significant artistic response. If we were at 
school, we would take Main Lesson for the recall, writing and new story (about 2 hours), 
and then 2 practise lessons (hour and a half) for the artistic component. Even then, we 
might need another session for the drawing.  
 
You could work on the writing in the morning and do the drawing in the afternoon. It is up 
to you how much you do; if you need to, do one or two writing tasks, and just begin the 
drawing and see if you have energy for more… 
 
Please take your time and give your work the focus it deserves. I would rather you did some 
really well than all of it with a rushed approach.  

*** 
 
We are a in a bit of a different rhythm because over the last three school days, I had you do 
note-taking one day and good copies the next. Today we will deal with two days’ worth of 
content in an efficient manner, to get us back into a rhythm we are used to.  
   
You are going to work with the story Women of the Renaissance and Leonardo da Vinci’s 
Early Years (we heard this content on Monday).  
But first - Below I have summarised the content from The Renaissance story, which we 
heard on Friday. 
 
Writing (on a bordered page) –  
 

1) Copy this summary into you book, with the heading:  
“How the Renaissance Began”. See if you can find a good place to split this passage 
into two paragraphs, and then write it very neatly into your Main Lesson book. Use 
this opportunity to write in very careful and beautiful script with as few mistakes as 
possible.   

How the Renaissance Began 
 

Approximately five hundred years ago, the Turkish invaded Constantinople and then some 

parts of Europe; Mehmed II and his Ottoman Empire caused people to flee from 

Constantinople, into Europe. This, in turn, helped spur on a rebirth of culture in Europe. 

Ancient Greek and ancient Roman art, literature and architecture were seen as valuable 

treasures rather than just something old-fashioned to be tossed away. A love for art and 

beauty first occurred in Italy. People’s minds were also now eager and curious, so they were 

interested in the new knowledge that came from Constantinople. This all happened when 

great voyages of discovery were taking place, like Magellan’s voyage around the world, and 

Columbus discovered a new continent.  
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2) Listen to Women of the Renaissance and Leonardo da Vinci’s Early Years. 

 
3) Continue working in your Main Lesson book – 

Make a heading: “Women of the Renaissance”. This may follow straight on from 
“How the Renaissance Began” or be on a new page. 

 
4) Write a one or two paragraph summary (or longer if you wish) of what life was like 

for women in the Renaissance. You can include examples from the story if you like.  
 

5) Make a heading: “Leonardo da Vinci’s Early Years”. 
 

6) Now write one or two paragraphs (or longer if you wish) about da Vinci’s early years.  
 
Drawing (draw a border on this the page if you like) –  

 
7) You will need the drawing that I gave you in your last pack. It looks like this: 

 
8) Today you are going to use a technique you 

are familiar with – using a grid to copy a piece 
of art. (We have used it for maps too). This 
technique came about in Renaissance times. If 
you need more instructions on how to do it, I 
have put them at the end of this document.  
 

9) The painting you are copying is by an artist 
called Raphael, who was about thirty years 
younger than Leonardo da Vinci. We will hear 
more about him later, but for now we are 
going to use this grid technique to put a copy 
of the painting “Angel” by Raphael into your 
books.  
 

10) When you add colour to your drawing, see if you can mimic the soft shadows. What 
blend of colours might help you get as close to these colours as possible? 

 
Instructions for copying artwork using a grid technique 

 Draw a square grid (not rectangles) on the painting you want to copy; 

 Draw a square grid in your book. If the square grid you draw on the painting is, 
say, 16 squares across and 12 down, the one in your book needs to be 16 across 
and 12 down as well (the grid size can scale up or down from map to paper). Any 
size bigger than 3cm2 would be a good size for your squares; 

 Then, by hand, draw the details from each square that are in the painting onto 
the corresponding square in your book. 

 Now you are ready to shade your drawing. You may want to paint or use 
coloured pencils.  


